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Suburbia looks clean and perfect, but trust me, it'sSuburbia looks clean and perfect, but trust me, it's dirtydirty.

Carrie's back from college and bored out of her mind.  Her friend drags her to a private party in small-town

Riverbend, only to encounter the shock of her life.  Because this isn't just a regular party with drinks and people

dancing.  This is the kind of party where things get filthy behind closed doors.

Conor's a successful businessman back in town to meet his dad's new fiancée.  With too much time on his hands, he

heads to a private party at a friend's house, ready to indulge.  But when he meets the curvy girl, all his previous

expectations are blown out of the water ... because the gorgeous brunette has dirty secrets up her sleeve!

Hey Readers - Ever suspect that behind the white shutters of your goody two-shoes neighbors lies utter filth?  Hey Readers - Ever suspect that behind the white shutters of your goody two-shoes neighbors lies utter filth?  Well,Well,
that's what happens in this book  that's what happens in this book  :) Our heroine is naïve and innocent, but boy, does she learn a steamy lesson in:) Our heroine is naïve and innocent, but boy, does she learn a steamy lesson in
Riverbend.Riverbend.    Be sure to pack a fire extinguisher because you'll need it!  Be sure to pack a fire extinguisher because you'll need it!  Xoxo, Cassie and KendallXoxo, Cassie and Kendall           
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